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I. Introduction 

The European Works Council (EWC) is an institution introduced in the countries of the European 

Union based on Directive 94/45/EC (since 16 May 2009, it has been replaced by the new 

Directive 2009/38/EC). The European Works Council is one of the most frequently used in 

practice forms of information and consultation system in enterprises of transnational range. 

However, an instrument with more than 25 years of tradition still causes several controversies, 

especially among the representatives of European trade unions, where voices are heard that 

the councils may constitute a mechanism limiting their role as the hitherto main actor of 

collective labour relations. 

At the request of the central management or the request of employees, European Works 

Councils can be set up at the request of employees in companies within the EU with at least 

1000 employees and at least 150 employees in 2 different countries. As mentioned above, 

EWCs primarily serve to provide European employee representatives with information on 

important aspects of the company's operations and to consult on decisions affecting employees 

across borders. However, from a formal point of view, there is no place for negotiations within 

EWCs - they are reserved for the exclusive competence of trade union organizations, hence the 

common view that they have not significantly enhanced due to their rather limited role in cross-

border social dialogue. 

As a result of the political transformation in Poland after 1989, the economic transformation 

spontaneously took place, radically changing the way enterprises functioned, of which all large 

entities were state-owned until the early 1990s. Aiming to transform an inefficient economy 

based on centralization, the reformers initiated rapid privatization of enterprises and ensured 

broad access to foreign capital. Thus, large foreign investments accompanied the long-standing 

process of commercialization and privatization of state-owned companies. Unfortunately, the 

location of the corporation's main decision-making centres remained outside the country, 

which meant that management boards generally had limited freedom in decision-making, 

including decisions that were important from the perspective of the workforce. In addition, 

investors entering Poland tried to marginalize the role of trade unions in privatized companies, 

which was facilitated by the political climate in the country and the conviction that social issues 

must be subordinated to economic efficiency. 
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At present, representatives of Polish workers sit on more than 200 European works councils of 

enterprises operating in the EU. However, almost 100% of them are guests and not hosts, which 

means that representatives of internationalized Polish companies are not a party to discussions 

when issues related to the functioning of the councils are raised. Furthermore, Polish works 

councils' representatives (in this case, survey respondents) emphasize that especially in places 

where there are no strong trade union structures, European works councils have been 

subordinated to company managements, which makes organized consultations a mere 

formality limited to the minimum required by EU and national law. 

 

II. Review of the legislation in Poland 

Directive 94/45/EC was implemented in Poland by the Act of 5 April 2002 on European Works 

Councils. It entered into force on Poland's accession to the EU, i.e. 1 May 2004. The Act has 

been amended several times, while the key amendment adapting it to the new Directive 

2009/38/EC passed on 22 October 2011. The Act applies when setting up an information and 

consultation committee in a Community-scale enterprise with its central management based 

in Poland. In enterprises where the central management is located in another member state, 

that state's law applies. However, concerning the method of electing Polish representatives to 

European Works Councils or other information and consultation systems, Polish law applies. 

The current Act closely corresponds with the key provisions of Directive 2009/38/WE, 

regulating and specifying the issues concerning which the European legislator allowed such a 

possibility. We are talking, for instance, about the procedure for selecting members of the 

special negotiating body or the principles of chairing meetings of European works councils. 

Thus, following the Act, the company's management board is obliged to inform the organization 

representing the employees that they have reached the level of employment necessary to 

appoint representatives and then ensure the conditions enabling the establishment of 

European works councils. Furthermore, the management of the enterprise is obliged to 

immediately inform the competent minister for labour about the council's constitution. 

The trade union organization appoints the members of the negotiating body - if there is more 

than one union, they must jointly appoint representatives. If there is more than one company 
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branch in the country, the rules also regulate how the negotiating team is appointed. The 

process of negotiating an agreement on the establishment of EWCs should start within 30 days 

after the composition of the negotiating body has been decided. The central management shall 

bear the conditions for this and the associated costs. 

Negotiating an agreement on European Works Councils begins with an initiative from the 

central management of the undertaking or at least 100 employees (or their representatives) 

employed in at least two undertakings or establishments in at least two Member States. 

However, where there are substantial changes to the organizational structure of the 

undertaking, the agreement may be negotiated at the request of the same number of 

employees, and this is done. 

The agreement on the establishment of European Works Councils should contain the provisions 

detailed in the Act. At the same time, it allows for introducing alternative ways of informing and 

consulting employees without establishing a council. If European Works Councils are 

established, it is necessary to specify the duration of the term of office, the personal scope of 

the agreement and the composition of the council (balanced representation of employees in 

terms of occupational activity, employee category and gender), proportionate to the number 

of employees in each country. 

The council's first meeting serves to appoint the president, the bureau, and adopt the 

procedure rules. The body thus constituted has the power to obtain information and participate 

in consultations. The main issues specified in the Act that should be consulted or about which 

the board should be informed include the company's structure, economic and financial 

situation, prospects for further development, employment situation, group redundancies and 

major organizational changes (including mergers and divisions). The Act also points to the 

obligations of the Management Board concerning, among others, covering the costs of 

functioning of the board or protection of the employees' representatives, which is an important 

aspect thereof. 
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III. Polish experience - the perspective of the interviewees 

Pursuant to the Council Directive 94/45/EC of 22 September 1994 on the establishment of a 

European Works Council or a procedure in Community-scale undertakings and Community-

scale groups of undertakings for the purposes of informing and consulting employees and the 

national Act of 5 April 2002 on European Works Councils, EWC members have the right to be 

informed and consulted on key issues such as: 

 employment and significant organizational changes; 

 the introduction of new working methods or production processes; 

 Changes to the location of the undertaking or a substantial part of it; 

 mergers and divisions of undertakings; 

 downsizing or cessation of activities;  

 collective redundancies. 

The exact number of people involved in EWCs in Poland is not known. In Polish branches with 

headquarters in Western European countries, labour relations are more advanced than in 

companies with Polish capital. Still, they generally differ from the standards adopted in the 

headquarters of these companies. 

Polish representatives of European works councils and representatives of trade unions consider 

that the introduction of the instrument of works councils constitutes a great value for social 

dialogue. It gives an opportunity (as it has been said many times already) to inform, discuss or 

deepen the expertise of the employee side in the face of introduced changes in the company. 

Not without importance is the possibility to have direct contact with senior management of 

multinational companies (especially central management) and get important information often 

before the national management receives it. Unfortunately, there are also limitations. When 

receiving information that is classified as confidential, the EWC representative can only 

anticipate the consequences of decisions taken by central management and use the knowledge 

to prepare for such action as is possible at the time. However, for the information obtained to 

be used to safeguard the interests of employees, unionization or close cooperation between 

the council representative and the trade unions is essential. 
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The interlocutors stressed the high diversity of organizational culture in enterprises. In 

companies where social dialogue is at a low level, it is often a problem to set up a council 

despite requests from the social partners. In other cases (tobacco sector), the situation is 

extremely different. After introducing Council Directive 94/45/EC, Polish employee 

representatives from an international company were invited to European Works Council 

meetings as non-voting observers. This allowed them to implement and properly prepare for 

work in this body after Poland accedes to the EU. 

The work of EWCs depends on who sits on the body and with what competence or training. 

Informal contacts and clever use of them are important in the work of EWC representatives. 

However, the interviewees reported a problem in the case of Polish representatives, the still 

existing language barrier. The European Works Council Act of 5 April 2002 does not offer the 

possibility of enforcing sufficient training for EWC representatives, access to expertise or 

adequate funding for meetings from company managements. Differences between companies 

in the provision of key competencies to employee representatives are pronounced. 

In companies with Polish capital, there is often a dominant view that the EU interferes too much 

in national legislation. As a result, Social Dialogue is not in the best condition there. The 

definition of consultations and providing necessary information to workers' representatives 

leave much to be desired. Everything depends on the organizational culture in the company 

and, consequently, on the terms of the agreed agreement. Among the interlocutors, it was 

often the case that national management representatives are late in organizing consultations 

and do not give time for the employees' side to get acquainted with the documentation or 

benefit from additional expertise. This allows us to conclude that the chance to change 

decisions under the influence of social dialogue has little chance, and the economic aspect in 

reorganized companies is of key importance. As it has been stressed many times, EWC 

representatives have no negotiating power, and the employer, being aware of that, does not 

take their opinion into account. According to the interlocutors, in companies with strong trade 

union organizations, the level of consultation is treated with more attention than in those 

where only works council representatives are appointed. 

According to the interviewees, the impact of the EWC instrument on worker protection and 

interests is low. Employees are often unaware of the scope of their representatives' activities 

and their empowerment. Trade unions are perceived as more powerful, and they identify their 
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benefits with them. Knowledge is an important element in the functioning of EWCs, but it does 

not translate into effective measures to protect workers, e.g. in wages or social conditions. 

Respondents emphasized that non-organized EWC members have no practical competencies 

and are passive at meetings, being aware of their limited role, which most often boils down to 

collecting and passing on information obtained to the company's employees before it is made 

public. 

What are the benefits of introducing the EWC instrument? Respondents mention four key ones. 

These include: 

- direct contact with central management - a chance to present the specific characteristics 

of the individual countries of the multinational company, 

- improving the competence of EWC representatives - opportunities to benefit from 

training and external expertise, 

- exchange of good practice - opportunities to develop common social standards in the 

transnational company, 

- increased motivation on national management to apply the company's standards for 

cooperation and social dialogue. 

Each European Works Council has its specific characteristics. It is a dynamic relationship in 

which the cultural differences of the countries belonging to the transnational corporations play 

a fundamental role. There are tensions between the countries in which the company operates. 

Representatives of each country present their interests, and interlocutors stress that there is 

no such thing as a "globally good solution for the whole group". Western European partners 

see Poland as a threat in the form of low labour costs. When Polish representatives were 

included in EWCs, the fear of relocating from Western to Central Europe resonated strongly. 

The role of the representatives on EWCs has been significant in this respect, as they have tried 

to redirect potential conflicts into a process of cooperation on, for example, minimum wages 

for workers in all countries (which could consequently contribute to stopping the relocation of 

factories to places where workers are paid the least). Therefore, it is important to realize that 

European Works Councils are one of the ways of creating and strengthening European solidarity 

- a unique opportunity for cooperation between countries, rather than competition and fighting 

for national interests. 
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According to Sławomir Adamczyk and Barbara Surdykowska, worker participation can only 

develop and positively affect enterprises and their human capital if it is based on a trade union 

and collective bargaining system appropriate to the level at which strategic decisions are made. 

According to the respondents, employee participation in the process of cross-border 

reorganization of enterprises is practically non-existent. Management decisions dictated by 

economic considerations are rarely discussed. According to the law, EWC representatives have 

access to information and expertise. They can express their opinion, but they cannot stop the 

decisions taken - without a mandate to do so. In the work of works council members, there is 

also no space for dialogue to jointly work out solutions with managements, which business 

owners are aware of. Respondents unanimously underline that as long as the possibility of 

negotiations or consensus building is not included in the legislation, the activities of EWC 

representatives will not bring the desired results. 

 

IV. Conclusions and recommendations 

Polish works councils are in the development phase and constant gaining experience - however, 

it is difficult to say in what direction it will go. Entrepreneurs respect the rights of works councils 

only to the extent which is required by law. An additional difficulty for their functioning is the 

climate in which they operate - representatives of trade unions see them not as partners for 

cooperation but as a competitive player. 

The activity of Polish works councils differs significantly from works councils in Western Europe. 

The competencies that European works councils have (with many years of experience and an 

established position) in Germany or the Netherlands are exemplary for Polish representatives 

to the EWC. In enterprises where there are no trade unions, the requirement to create bodies 

consisting of employee representatives is particularly important. It happens, however, that by 

appointing representatives to works councils, managements discourage employees from 

establishing trade unions, explaining that they have their substitute in European works councils. 

Unfortunately, this situation works to the detriment of workers, as works council 

representatives do not have the opportunity to look after their interests. It is therefore 

important for employees to be aware of the competencies of their representatives. 
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What do the Polish representatives of European Works Councils recommend? Firstly, training. 

Those elected from among the employees, who do not have trade union support and are not 

experts in business or economics, are not very effective in performing their tasks. It is therefore 

important to ensure that training for works council representatives is effective and practical. 

Thanks to the constant raising of competencies, opinions or positions expressed by workers' 

representatives will be supported by knowledge, and entrepreneurs will treat them seriously. 

Secondly, time. For EWC representatives to take part in consultations in a meaningful way, they 

need to familiarise themselves with the documentation at an early stage or order an objective 

expert opinion to take the right position. Without this, their role is reduced to that of recipients 

of information provided by management. Thirdly, consensus-building. According to the Act, the 

activities of EWCs are based on the principles of information and consultation. However, the 

interviewees emphasized that they are missing the keyword consensus so that their efforts in 

preparing for meetings can have a tangible effect. 
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